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The Electrical Network

Electricity is

Produced......Distributed

...Transported...

A thin equilibrium between production and demand

Electricity cannot be stored
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Electricity flows through the less resistive path

Systems are limited
in capacity, by definition

Any failure can lead
to overloads and trips
anywhere else

A house of cards to be managed at anytime
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Agenda

Causes of the Blackouts in EU and US

Market opportunity arising out of the Blackouts

Economic, regulatory and environmental structure/issues 
today and developments (US)

Scenario for AREVA after the blackout – Market size
today and in the future

AREVA’s strengths in relation to Blackout
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Reasons

Small margins in transmission system
Under investments in the last years

Not adequate control
Lack of human communication

Poor control systems

Weaknesses in interconnections between regions
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What happened and why?
Is this our opportunity?
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14th August Blackout

Partial Sequence of events on the transmission system:
First Energy 680MW Coal Plant tripped off, 2pm

First Energy 345kV OHL1 trips, 3.06pm

First Energy 345kV OHL1 heats, sags & trips, 3.32pm

First Energy 345kV OHL1 overloads & trips, 3.41pm

AEP 345kV OHL1 overloads & trips, 3.46pm

First Energy 345kV OHL1 trips & then reconnects, 4.06pm

Utilities in Canada & Eastern US see wild power swings, 4.08pm

Cascade trips of Generators & OHLs1, combined with Load 
Shedding start at 4.10pm, affecting 50 million customers

1: Over Head Lines
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4:10:38 – 4:10:58 Automatic relays isolate NY from its neighbors
to the east, south, and west.

Within 20 seconds, most of eastern Michigan, northern Ohio, NY,
and parts of CT and NJ went BLACK

Source: Platts POWERmap®, Cambridge Energy Resource Associates
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End of the Cascade

Areas Affected by the Blackout
Service maintained in some area

Some Local Load
Interrupted

Interconnections

Implicit border linesSource: US - Canada August 14, 2003 Power Outage Task Force
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Pat Wood III Testifying on the Blackout Report,
Nov. 20, 2003

"Perhaps the saddest portion of the Blackout Report is Chapter 6, 
the comparison of the August 14 outage to other major outages
in North America"
The common factors are overwhelming:

Conductor contact with trees due to inadequate vegetation 
management
Insufficient reactive power
Inability of system operators or coordinators to recognize
and understand

Events across the broad regional system
Failure to ensure that system operation was within safe limits
Lack of coordination on system protection
Failure to identify emergency conditions
Ineffective communication
Lack of “safety nets”, and
inadequate training of operations personnel

The seven outages reviewed span from 1965 through 1999.”

Source: Testimony of Pat Wood, III, Chairman, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission before the Subcommittee on Oversight
of Government Management, the Federal Workforce, and the District of Columbia, Committee on Governmental Affairs,
US Senate, Nov. 20, 2003
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Investments in transmission systems
did not follow the historical trend in the last 

years, when compared to capacity investments
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Pre-Black Out Known Opportunities 

Pacific Gas & Electric

AESO

San Diego Gas & Electric

Manitoba Hydro

Public Services of New Mexico

Powder River Energy

CenterPoint

Tri-State

BC Hydro

SVCs
STATCOMs

Pacificorp

American Electric Power

Aquila Networks

Dofasco

NSTARBPA

Hydro One
Central Maine Power

Vermont Electric
National Grid

Northeast Utilities
New York Power Authority
Pennsylvania Power & Light

Southern Company

Entergy

Puerto Rico

 150-200 MUSDSharyland Utilities
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Investing in transmission does not enhance the utilities 
productivity (they think)… except if those investments 

avoid black outs or optimize interconnected flows:
they are insurance investments

TREND
1997-2002

Yesterday Today

++ PRODUCTION

=
SECURITY
MARGIN

DEMAND

++
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Opportunities - Scope

Need for more FACTS 
Low cost substation based solutions versus new lines
Maximize capabilities of existing infrastructure
Reduce incidences of future brown-outs
Reliability enhancements 
Higher penetration of wind power in existing grid

Need for new AIS/GIS
Enhanced renewable energy targets

Need for new HVDC Links 
Sub-divide the Eastern & Western Regions
Back-to-back links as “firewalls” to future “viruses”
Transmission of Wind Power from remote regions in the US

Need for adaptive and protection systems  
Need for robust IT and Communication Infrastructure

Sensors, Metering and Control systems
Control center automation
Decision support tools 
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North American HVDC “Firewalls”

Central/Eastern
Seaboard System

Quebec

West Coast
System

ERCOT
Back-to-Back
HVDC Links

Point-to-Point
HVDC Links
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Transmission investments won't be additional 
investments but will replace a part of overall 

investment 

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) estimates $50-100 
Billion over 10 years investment to improve the Grid

T T

36 G$
today

36 G$
+ CAGR 4%

T&D
worldwide
market
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Acceleration/funding of several planned 
transmission projects is foreseen

AREVA T&D's view on US investment profile

Basis 100
Pre

Black-out

2003

Post
Black-out

2010-2015

CAGR 4 %

$ 50 - 100 bn

Examples:

Conjunction HVDC project received funding
($300m possibly for AREVA) immediately after Black Out

Acceleration expected on Hydro One HVDC project in Canada
($260m) 

North East Utilities - SVC $15m, NGC-NY-SVC $ 20m
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Medium Term Opportunities – example projects

NSTAR, 60MVAr STATCOM

Extension of 345kV Substation at NGC N.Scotland

Vermont Electric, 150MVAr STATCOM

North East Utilities, STATCOM at Ludlow &Deerfield

United Illuminating CT, 345kV Substation and SVC

Pennsylvania Power & Light, SVC at South Akron PA  

NGC in MA Ext. of substations

TRANSCANADA, HVDC 2000Mw transmission Project
for AREVA T&D

$ 
40

0 
-5

00
 m
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Economic, Regulatory and Environmental 
Environment

Socio-Political issues
Mandatory Reliability Standards
Clean separation of transmission from generation has not 
occurred in all regions -- conflicting economic drivers
Who pays for new transmission? - Higher returns promised
by FERC on (wholesale) transmission investments for utilities 
joining RTOs, but does not always get passed along
to investors by state commissioners setting (retail) rates
Today FERC has no jurisdiction to enforce higher reliability 
standards on utilities, and NERC is voluntary, industry driven 
standards, has never penalized a violation
Energy bill has not passed yet, which covers reliability 
standards; separate bill likely if stall continues

Environmental “NIMBY” issues still applicable
Election year -- NIMBYs even more powerful
Could encourage more use of FACTS and SVC
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The Black-outs in the EU (year 2003)
Italian Black-out is the most severe outage experienced

in Europe since World War II

Year 2003: low reserve margin situations
Early 2003: all NORDIC MARKET (extremely low precipitations)
Summer 2003: localized problems in ITALY
(high demand, generation constrained by low reserves of water)
August 2003: critical situations reported in FRANCE
(high demand, high temperature of water)
Even reputed to be sound transmission systems may be facing critical 
situations

Year 2003: black-outs experienced in Europe
August 28, ENGLAND: localized black-out in London (misrated fuse)
August 23, eastern DENMARK and southern SWEDEN: loss of service as a 
consequence of violent storms (outage of 2 plants & 1 Transmission circuit)
September 28, Italy: national black-out

Italian black-out more akin to the US outage: one technical fault led to further 
failures and spread over a wide region
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The Black-out scenario in Italy
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The Black-outs in the EU (year 2003)

Sequence of Events of the Italian Black-out
Italy importing 6.9 GW out of a 24.6 GW on Sept., 28

A recurrent MINIMUM 20% deficit between generation/demand in Italy
Price gap between Italian (50 €/MWh) and external supply (25 €/MWh)
makes external supply more attractive
Energy purchase 300 MW above the forecast, stressing particularly the Swiss 
transmission system

Sept. 28, 2003 - 3:01 morning (presumable scenario)
In Switzerland, loss of one 380 kV circuit (contact with a tree)
Swiss Operator ETRANS requires Italian Operator GRTN to reduce load 
consumption (load shedding)
GRTN misunderstands importance of critical situation and does not have 
appropriate security actions on time (safety margin < 10 minutes, ‘ignored’
by GRTN Operators on duty)
An other Swiss 380 kV circuit -overloaded- trips (contact with a tree caused
by thermal sagging)
Strong power oscillations and frequency collapse in the North of Italy
Other transmission circuits, now overloaded, NORMALLY trip in cascade
in the following minutes
black-out over the Italian peninsula (Sardinia Island power supplied through
a HVDC link could save its energy supply)
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Italian Black-out: lessons to be drawn
Lesson 1: in a global economy, need to increase 

interconnections between regions / countries

Foreword: functions of interconnected Systems
To form the backbone for the security of supply and to reach
its required level at reasonable price
In the past 50 years: development of interconnections
with a view of mutual assistance between national subsystems

Common use of reserve capacities
Optimization of the use of energy resources

Today’s market development: high level of cross-borders 
exchanges, out of the scope of the original design

Congestion and bottlenecks occurrences
Lack of control and predictive view of the power flows
Power system unable to optimize its topology in function
of the real-time trading of energy

TSOs are operating the system too close to the limits
allowed by the security criteria
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Italian Black-out: lessons to be drawn
Lesson 2: need to improve coordination

The UTCE in Europe
The UTCE is the French acronym for “Union for the Co-ordination 
of Electricity Transmission”

The UTCE unites the TSOs of 22 countries of the Continental 
Europe 

In response to the Electricity Market Development, the UTCE
has set up a system of information exchange between TSOs
since 2001

DACF (Day Ahead Congestion Forecast) to enable the TSOs
to forecast the physical state of their respective network

RTSA (Real Time Security Assessment) to overcome the effects
of a possible incident, short-term changes in transactions, load 
forecast imprecisions, etc

These efforts for co-ordination and information were not
sufficient to prevent the major black-out in Italy
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Italian Black-out: lessons to be drawn
Lesson 2: need to improve coordination

The UCTE analysis and warnings further to the Italian
black-out

Both Italian and Swiss transmission systems are sound
and well maintained

The loss of one transmission circuit (contingency N-1)
should never have resulted in such a disaster

The UCTE invokes
Lacking sense of urgency

Lack of common practices between TSOs with different cultures

Failure to understand and identify emergency situation

Inadequate countermeasures (training?), failing to prevent
a cascading outage 

The political decision of Italy not to develop a domestic generation 
makes this country too dependent of external outages and unable 
to restore a sound system by itself
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Market Opportunities for AREVA

Market opportunities 

Besides the long-term efforts to reinforce locally
the transmission systems (new circuits) and/or to have
the same operating rules between TSOs, there exists
an immediate deal of activities for us

Power flow controllers to mitigate the risks of cross-borders 
congestion / bottlenecks:

Phase-shift transformers, UPFC, HVDC back-to-back schemes...
Enhancement of System Stability:

SVC, STATCOM, Series Compensation Systems, TCSC
Creation of safety nets within the Transmission Systems:

HVDC interconnections
Decision support to System Operators:

advanced Energy Management Systems, Trends and Decision 
computerized tools,...

Advanced IT and Communication infrastructures
Development of Intelligent Power Solutions
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Strengths of AREVA T&D

World class technology for SVC / HVDC

In-house network planning capabilities

Europe
Strong positions

Recent references

US
Recent references

Strong US based application team

Market leading Energy Management System activity in US
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Market outlook: T&D

12

Market size 
Euro billion, 2003

10 10

4

America

36

Europe Africa Middle East Asia Pacific Total

Expected market growth
CAGR, 2003-2006

America Europe Africa Middle East Asia Pacific Total

4%
2% 2%

5%
4%
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